Knitting Retreat: March 23rd

9:30-3:00pm. Please mark a check with first, second and third class

choices for the day. We will do our best to fill your first choice but need to on a first come, first served basis. All
classes may not be held due to popularity. Please keep that in mind when choosing your first, second, and third
choices. Saturday lunch and 15% off on all purchases on Friday and Saturday in the store are part of the retreat
fee.
Please enclose a check for $50 to reserve your place, call Yarn Junction Co (515-277-2770) with cc number or
come see us at the shop on 5th. 132 5th St. West Des Moines 50265 in Valley Junction.
Name:
Email:
First
Choice
Amigurimi: this is a crochet class where you will learn how to make an
adorable stuffed bunny. Pattern purchase through Ravelry.
Ranunculus: how about a top for spring and summer. We will teach you
how to do a provisional cast on, increases, short rows, lace and more as
you create this fun project. Uses fingering yarn and size 10 needles so
goes fast. Pattern purchase through Ravelry
Anemone Shawl: Bobbles, slip stitches and various patterns are made in
the anemone shawl pattern. Using different colors of fingering weight
yarn and #5-32” needle. Pattern purchase through Ravelry.
Find your Fade shawl: This is one of the hottest patterns for the past year.
Walk through a lesson in color blends and choices and then begin the
pattern of garter stitch with center increase and then lace stitch. Pattern
purchase through Ravelry.
Fanny Pack: they’re back!!! We have created a pattern just for you. Learn
how to pick up stitches, work double seed stitch, button holes and general
construction of your fanny pack. Free pattern
Amiga: top down cardigan for spring. If you have wanted to make a
sweater but didn’t know if you could, well this is the class for you. We
will walk you through gauge, increases, lapel pick up, and very few
stitches to seam. Pattern free from Knitty.com.
Sweet Little Cowl: this is basic brioche so if you have wanted to learn, or
want to improve your brioche skills, come to this class. We are using
Arbor as our model. Provisional cast on and basic brioche. Free pattern
on Ravelry
Buffalo Plaid Hat: We have ordered kits to make this really cool hat that
uses fair isle technique and you create the plaid pattern. Kit comes with
pompom and pattern.
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